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MEETING OF .MG'.D-IRrSH I lftt!MJ ntE1!1mMiiWAL CXJllFBNENCE, 

OONOOll, 31st January 1990 

OUTLINE OF ARRMlGEMENTS 

Tuesday 30th. Jan. 1990 

09.45h 

16.45h 

18.00h 

Minister for Justice and party arrive (fmm US) at Gatwick 

by commercial ai rJ i ne. Party will consist of: -

Minister for Justice 

Mr. J. Brosnan 

Gard.a Conunissioner 

Mr. S. Kirke. 

Depart Iveagh House. [To be confi.nned] 

[ 3 cars plus Minister' s car] 

Depart casement [G3/IAC249] [To be confi nned] 

Travelling: Minister for Fomign Affairs 

[Total 9] Mr. N. Dorr. 

Mr. D. Gallagher. 

Mr. D. Cl Donovan. 

Mr. R. Cl Brien. 

Ms. A Anderson. 

Mr. M. Collins. 

Mr. J. Ki.J::Wail. 

Ms. K. Whelan. 

Travelling separately to Lomon on Tuesday: -

Mr. D. Mathews. 

Mr. N. Ryan. 

Mr. P. Collins. 
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19.00h Arr.i. ve London Heathrow. [To be con:f:i.J:med] 

Minister accompanied by Ambassador o Rm1rlle proceeds to 

Embassy residence. 

Rest of party proceed to Chelsea Hotel. 

EVENiro Working Dinner at Embassy. 

Minister for Foreign Affairs will stay at Embassy residence 

(Tel. 031-2358931). 

Minister for Justice and party plus D. Mathews will stay at, 

London Tara Hotel, 

Scarsdale Place, 

Kensington, 

London ws. 
Tel. 031-9377211, Telex 918834, Fax. 031-9377100 

Remainder of delegation will stay at, 

Chelsea Hotel, 

17 Sloane street, 

London SW1. 

Tel. 031 2354377, Telex 919111, Fax. 031-2353705. 

Wednesday 31 Jan. 1990 

07. 45h Minister for Justice' s party leaves Tara Hotel. 

08.00h 

08. 30h 

09.45h 

Party at Chelsea Hotel depart for Embassy. 

Meeting at Embassy. 

Depart for N. I. 0. 



10.00h 

10. 30h 

11. 15h 

12. 15h 

Tete-a-tete between Mi.n:istem. 

Restricted. Session 

Plenary Sessi on 

Lunch 

Depart for London Heatln:ow 

Flight fxom Heatlu:ow to Dnbl i D departm:e. 

[G3 IAC 249] 

Second jet [HS IAC238] will also be at Heathrow. 

Details of departure times and passenger lists to be decided. 

Returning separately to Belfast: -

Mr. D. CJ Donovan 

Mr. N. Ryan 

Mr. P. (',OJ J i DS 

Ms. K. Whelan 
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London 31st Jan. 1990 

IRISH DELEGATION 

1. The Minister for Foreign Affairs 

2. The Minister for Justice 

3. Mr. N. Dorr 

4 Mr. D. Mathews 

5. Ambassador O' Rourke 

6. Garda Commissioner 

7 . Mr. D. Gallagher 

8. Mr. J. Brosnan 

9 . Mr. D. O'Donovan 

10. Mr. R. O'Brien 

11. Mr. N. Ryan 

12. Mr. P. Collins 

1 3. Ms. A. Anderson 

14. Mr. M. Collins 

15. Mr. J. Kirwan 

16. Mr. s. Kirke 

17. Ms. K. Whelan 



1. Secretary of State Brooke 

2. Minister of State Cope 

3. Sir John Blelloch 

4. Ambassador Fenn 

5. Chief Constable Annesley 

6. Mr. I. Burns 

7. Mr. J. Ledlie 

8. Mr. Oliver Miles 

9. Mr. R. Spence 

10. Mr. M. Dodds 

11. Mr. B. Blackwell 

12. or. Tony Canavan 



t • 'I' 

o ouri y 

n y 

D T ENDA 

Mini t r may wish to talk 

priv t ly about political 
v lopm nt (in particular, the 

prop ot for political progress), 

th Sor tary of State's Bangor 

Sp oh and their recent visits to 

th United St tea. 

Economic Issues 
Submission to the EC on 
Cross-Border Cooperation 
Involvement of Economic Ministers 

in Conference. 

(b) Confidence Issues 
Whiterock Shootings 
Accompaniment 
Progress of Stevens Inquiry 

Stalker affair. 

4. D t o n xt me ting. 



Intergovernmental Conference, London, 31 January, 1990 

Overview Note 

Possible Political Progress 

1. The question of creating a "window of opportunity" for 

dialogue is increasingly coming to the forefront of the 

Northern agenda. Ian Burns, in his briefing in Dublin last 

week, spoke of progress being possible (rather than 

probable) and said that the Secretary of State would wish to 

review the present situation, and possible future moves, at 

Wednesday's Conference. The British view is that Unionist 

preconditions for entering talks have eased considerably and 

that a~ of up to three months between two meetings of the 

Conference would probably be acceptable to them in place of 

suspension. As regards the Secretariat, the British would 

be prepared, once talks got underway, to (in large part) 

redeploy their Joint Secretary to service the talks; this 

visibly cosmetic "fig-leaf" might just - in the British view 

- be acceptable to the Unionists. 

Issues for the Conference 

2. The priority for Unionist leaders in the coming weeks -

Molyneaux and Paisley are expected to meet the Secretary of 

state in the very near future - will be to explore what 

precisely is meant by the Secretary of State's formula of 

being prepared to operate the Agreement sensitively; the 

British are clearly not in a position to provide answers to 

this question without consultation with us. It can be 

anticipated, therefore, that the Secretary of State will 

wish to explore with the Minister: 

(a) whether there might be agreement on conveying to the 

Unionists that the two Governments would be prepared to 

envisage a gap of up to three months between two 

meetings of the Conference in order to enable (inter-

party) talks to take place; 
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( b ) whether some c oncess i o n o n t he Secreta riat, along the 

lines set out a bove, is p ossible . 

Prior i t i es for us 

(i) Our role in any talks 

3. I t i s of fundamental i mportance that we are establ i shed as 

players rather than observers i n the developing process . 

Much of the emphasis at present i s on inter-party 

discussions in the North, without a clear role for the 

Government being defined. It will be essential from our 

point of view to establish the role of the Government in 

any talks before agreement is reached on concessions to 

Unionists such as a gap in Conferences. The British, on the 

basis of their briefing last week, have still to take a 

position on whether talks should be sequential or 

simultaneous. They would need to be pressed strongly on 

this point (we suspect that there is a natural tendency on 

the British part to be sympathetic to the Unionist view that 

the talks should, initially at least, be exclusively in a 

Northern context). 

4. The principal argument for our involvement from the outset 

is that the interdependence of the three sets of 

relationships must be at the basis of any new set of 

arrangements - this is necessary if the arrangements are (a) 

to be durable and sustainable, (b) to be sold to the 

nationalist community and (c) to have an effective input on 

undermining and marginalising the Provisionals. 

s. The structures for any talks should reflect these three 

interdependent relationships. One possible approach (based 

on the CSCE model) would be to have a plenary group 

supervising negotiations, which would be conducted in 

separate baskets, with the outcome being dependent on 
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developing situation, we could review matters in detail at 
the next Conference. 

9. If pressed specifically on the use of a~ between 

Conferences, the Minister might say that the constructive 

use of a gap, which seemed to arise naturally, was not a 

problem for us; he had in fact made this clear publicly 

after the last Conference. However, we had to accept that 

Unionist leaders would feel obliged by their own rhetoric to 

refer to a gap as de facto suspension. This required us to 

move forward with caution. Secondly, we must have a clear 

view of how talks will proceed and in particular of our 

role in them before any gap is agreed. Thirdly, any gap 

agreed must be of fixed duration; if, for instance, a 

consensus developed that talks could usefully continue 

beyond the period of, say, a two-month gap, this extension 

must take place in parallel with resumed meetings of the 

Conference. It would be very important that all sides 

accepted this requirement in advance. 

10. We should make it clear that any move in relation to the 

Secretariat was a matter of the greatest sensitivity for us, 

and that we were not in a position to speculate at this time 

on what, if any, concessions we might be prepared to 

consider. 

cross-Border Submission for Structural Fund support 

11. we are close to finalising a joint submission to Brussels; 

a small number of points remain under discussion but we 

fully expect to have an agreed text by tomorrow. 

12. The paper in its present form is general and non-committal; 

however the Northern side are beginning to press us to put a 

price tag on the submission. If Mr. Brooke raises this at 
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n , OU on might b h fu h r 
u wi h th Comm as on r n c ss ry 

V ng kind o li tic stimat. The 
n id m Y o wi h to discuss precise rr ngements 

h joint p p r to Brussels. If we are 
din principl on rly submission, we might suggest a 

by h two P rm n nt R pr s nt tives on Commissioner 

nor, lt rn t v ly, l tt r from the Minister for 
Fin no nd his North rn counterp rt. 

Involv m nt of Eoonomio Minist re in the work of the Conference 

13. L sty r' s Review of the Working of the Conference put 

considerable emphasis on enhanced cooperation in the 

conomic nd social sectors, including the possibility of 

the relevant Ministers attending Conference meetings. This 

issue now is how to take this matter forward in the most 

practical way. A short paper has been prepared, through the 

Secretariat, for consideration by Ministers at the 

Conference; basically, it suggests that 

in some areas, sufficient ground work has already been 

done to justify an invitation to the appropriate 

Ministers to attend an early Conference meeting 

(perhaps initially over luncheon); 

in other areas further work outside the Conference is 

necessary before the issues are ripe for discussion at 

Conference level; 

a small group of officials should be set up to retain 

oversight of progress. 

14. we would be generally in agreement wiht this essentially 

two-track approach. The important point is that the Co-

7 
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Chairmen retain the f l e xibility t o include specialist 

Ministers in e a rly meetings o f t he Confe rence . 

Confidence I ss ues 

15. There are several items on t he agenda relating to 

confidence . The d i scussion on thi s i ssue wi ll not, howeve r , 

be as i ntensive as on some occas i ons recently. Items arising 

incl ude : 

we will wish to hear from the British side any further 

information that they may be able to give about the 

recent Whiterock Road killings. These killings have 

raised many questions and have obvious implications in 

the general area of confidence. 

there has been useful progress which can be noted on 

establishing a means whereby RUC accompaniment of UDR 

patrols can be monitored on a regular basis by the 

Conference; 

we will wish to enquire again about the progress of the 

Stevens enquiry; 

we might briefly raise the Stalker affair and ask the 

Secretary of State how he seeks the issue evolving. 

Calendar of future Conference Meetings 

16. Dates have been under discussion in the Secretariat for a 

further four meetings of the Conference between now and the 

end of July. However, in view of the possible impact of 

(new) Presidency commitments on Conference dates - if they 

are arranged too far in advance - and the real danger of the 

cancellation of any Conference meeting being misread 

politically, it would seem advisable (as discussed by the 

7 
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Taoiseach and the Minister yesterday) only to fix the date 
. IJ& 1,2/ for the next meeting (~o February orA9 March). Dates for 

subsequent meetings can, of course, continue to be discussed 

informally in the Secretariat. 

30 January, 1990. 

E1396 
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1. 

Possible Political Progress 

Speaking Points 

gp.ionist Preconditions 

secretary of State will make the point that Unionist 

preconditions have eased. They are (a) now prepared to talk 

without the Agreement being "scrapped"; (b) may accept a ~ 

between Conference meetings in place of suspensi on; and (c) 

might be prepared to live with some cosmetic r ede ployment of 

secretariat staff. 

Res ponse 

Accept that t he Unionists have moved on firs t p r econdition. 

However, t heir pos ition on Suspens i on and t he Secretariat still 

very unclear. Almost as many views as people . All our 

informati on suggests that we should be deeply suspi cious of 

Molyneaux and Paisley. At the end of the day, they and not t he 

s e cond- tier leadership - however courageous they may be - will 

deci de on the Unionist approach. 

2. Gap between Meetings 

Brooke will probably ask if willingness to show flexibil i ty on 

the part of the two Governments in the operation of the Agreement 

(i.e. the use of a (three-month) gap to get talks underway) might 

be suggested to the Unionist leadership at his forthcoming 

meeting with them. 

Response 

I said after the last Conference that the constructive use of a 

gap, which arose naturally, was not a problem for us if people 

wished to use it. But let us be quite clear about what will 

happen if we agree to a gap; Unionists will feel it necessary, 

if only to be consistent with their own rhetoric, to describe any 
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gap as a de facto suspension. This could 

and dangerous situat i on - where a gap was 

descri bed o n the one hand by Unionists as 

lead to the ludicrous -

being simultaneously . 

a suspension and, on 
the o t her, by t he two Governments as not a suspension. 

3. oanger of Extension of Gap 

secondly, if we were at some stage to consider th f e gap ormula, 

we would have to be fully convinced that it was going to be of 

fixed duration. I would want to be completely a ssured that, if a 

consensus developed that talks could usefully c ontinue beyond t he 

period of, say, a two-month gap, this extensi o n woul d take pl ace 

in parallel with resumed meetings of the Confere nc e . It woul d be 

essential, if we e v er got to the stage of c o ns ideri ng a gap, tha t 

all sides accep ted this req uirement in adv a nce . 

4. Absolute need for caution 

Our sta r t i ng point - and I know this would be the starting point 

of our t wo Prime Ministers - must be to ensure that, in pursuing 

the possibility of political progress , we do not allow the 

Agreement to be undermined in any way. Whatever i ts merits or 

demerits, the distinguishing mark of the Agreement is that both 

Governments have held firmly against every attack on it over four 

years. This is what has modified the Unionist preconditions, and 

brought the beginnings of some sense of realism to their 

position. And we must remember at all times that Unionists need 

only to be successful once for the Agreement to be undermined; 

n o matter how many times they are unsuccessful in their efforts, 

they can immediately begin the process all over again. On the 

other hand, the two Governments need make only one mistake or 

miscalculation for the Agreement to be permanently damaged. 
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simply be to undermine the Agreement. From all our knowledge, 

Molyneaux remains firmly opposed to devolution and Paisley, while 

he would wish to see a devolved administration in place, would 

not envisage a real role for the SDLP in it. 

In short, Unionist thinking is still too tentative and divided -

both within and between the two Unionist parties - to enable us 

to reach any coherent view of their position at this stage. You 

will be seeing them shortly and, following that meeting, may have 

a clearer idea of their thinking. We could then review the 

situation again at our next meeting. But at this stage, I 

believe it would be highly dangerous to be in any way open or 

forthcoming about either the Conference or the Secretariat, and I 

could not agree to any such approach. 

30 January, 1990. 



Cross-Border Programme f 
or EC Structural Fund a upport. 

s;eeaki ng Points -
I am pleased that 

our officials have 
an agreed text in time f succeeded in finalis~ng 
important - or today's meeting. I think it is 

given that other member States 
submitted cro b ss- order programmes - that 

have already 

we submit this text 
near future. 

to the Commission in th every 

I know we are both agreed that th . e primary purpose of this 
submission is to h 1 . e pus probe Commission thinking and also, 
hopefully, to point the Commission in the direction we want 

them to go. My impression is that thinking in Brussels 

about the content of the Trans-Frontier Initiative is still 
very tentative. 

The next stage is transmission of the paper to Brussels; I 

understand that our officials have been discussing the best 

way of conveying the text. In our case, the normal route 

would be a letter from our Minister for Finance to 

Commissioner Millan - with, of course, a similar letter on 

your side being sent at the same time. [If Mr. Brooke has 

difficulties with this, we could accept letters to Millan 

from the two Permanent Representatives in Brussels]. 

As regards subsequent follow-up, I think we need to tease 

out Commission thinking before we can take our work much 

further. we can safely leave this to officials, b~t they 

should keep us up to date on developments. 

[If the secretary of state raises the issue of a price tag 

the Submission]: Of course we will have 
to be attached to 

fi On t his some time soon. At this stage, 
to do our gures 

d Of any discussions with the Commission, 
however, in a vance 

any attempt to come up with a realistic 
I think that once we have an idea of the 

operating, it will be easier 
estimate would be premature. 

ball-park within which we are 
to try to put a figure on the submission. 



[If the Secretary of State asks about the Government's other 
applications under the Trans-Frontier Initiative]: This is 

of course an area where the Minister for Finance has co

ordinating responsibility. I know that certain projects 

which we had hoped to submit under a Missing Links programme 

have now been forwarded, on Commission advice, under the 

Trans-Frontier Initiative. [My understanding is that these 

relate to a gas inter-conector and an air and sea shuttle]. 
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2. 

~oss-Border Pr ogramme for EC Structural Fund support. 

Briefing Note 

We have been seeki ng over th 
joint submission to B e past few months to russels· th finalise a 
critical of delays , e Northern side has been 

on our part ( 
ensure that nothing which arose from the need t 

was done to j o 
priority projects und pre udice the Government's 

. er the Trans-Fr nt' 
gas i.nterconnector and th o ier Initiative - the 

e shuttle(\ and th. 
the meeti ng. The Mi . t / is may emerge at 

ni.s er might ref · 
difficulties in arr an. · er in a general way to 
to emphasise that ging suitable meeting dates and go on 

our priority now is early submission of a 

text to Brussels. 

e Yin t he time available -It is possible - al t hough unl i k 1 . . 

that the Northern side may wish t 0 comment on the subs t ance 

of some of the issues covered in the J' oi' nt paper. 

Particular issues that could ari se are 

Dublin/Belfast Railway line: Northern Ireland Rai lways 

wants to upgrade this line but CIE is !!Qj;_ convinced 

that the benefits would justify the costs. If the 

issue is raised, the Minister might indicate that the 

suggested improvements would cost the Irish Exchequer 

at least £20m. (net of EC subsidies) and obviously this 

kind of investment requires a rigorous cost-benefit 

analysis. 

Ports: The Northern side wanted a paragraph on ports 

in the joint paper and we - very reluctantly -
conceded a guarded reference. If the issue is raised; 
the Minister might refer to the competition that exists 

between the ports North and south and the consequent 
difficulty of agreeing joint language; we went as far 

as we could in facilitating the Northern side. 

Th 

ference in the paper to co-operation in 

Energy: e re · brief and laconic; the problem 

the energy sector is 

7 
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Summary of Cross-Border 
Submission 

_ru,.ckground 

The paper emphasises th t 
a the border areas 

the most disadvanta ed North and South are 
areas of the E 

They experience peripheral't . uro ean Communit 
. . 

1 'l 1.n a particularl 
the violence 1.n Northern Irel d Y acute form; also 

. an over the past twent 
had a articularl adverse aff Y years has 

ect on the develo ment otential of border areas. 

Programme aims/objectives 

(a) to arrest social and economic d 
. ecay and to tackle 

social and economic weaknesses in bord er areas; 

(b) to put in place practical programmes to deal with the 

effects of peripherality; 

(c) to strengthen the economy in the border areas so that 

it can compete more effectively in 1992. 

Programme Content 

A series of sub-programmes is envisaged in the following sectors: 

Agriculture/Fisheries, Industry, Transport, Energy, Environment, 

Tourism, Health and Human Resources; the paper provides 

illustrations of the types of projects that could form part of 

these programmes. These are summarised below: 

Agriculture/Fisheries (paras 15-19) 

Rural regeneration programmes, with particular emphasis on 

rural small business ventures, on-farm value added 

enterprises and agri-tourism development. 

t · the Agricultural sector, Environmental Improvemen in _ 
· sand positive environment 

including anti pollution measure 

enhancing projects. 

. luding steps to maintain the 
Animal and plant health, inc 

d 
f animal and plant health on the 

existing high standar o 

whole island. 



ranune: Prelimin 

purpose of Paper 

~ purpose of this paper, which is 
d I ' S\lbmi tted j ari tish an r1.sh Governments i ointly by the 

thinking on the development ' s to inform the Commission 
of its Cross-border 

identify potential elements of proposals and to 
a cross-bord 

t he island of Ireland to be d er programme within eveloped i di 
commission. n scussions with the 

~tionale for a Cross-Border Programme 

1. A number of key economic features are common to both parts 
of the island of Ireland: 

The range of problems associated with peripherality 
are experienced by North and South; indeed, with the 
completion of the Anglo-French Channel tunnel 
scheduled for 1993, the island of Ireland will be the 
only significant area in the EC not to have a land-link 
to the commercial and industrial centres of Europe. 

Both are small open economies, with high dependency 
ratios, high unemployment levels and a high proportion 
of young people in the population - with consequences 

for future job creation requirements. 

Agriculture plays a key role North and south; in both 
rt oriented and characterised 

areas it is primarily expo 
by low added value to farm produce beyond the farm 

gate. 

------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i- ;h~s-p;p:r relate to a cross-
* The proposals contained n f I eland, The Irish 

. hi the island o r 
border programme wit n t the commission, for 

mitt d separately o 1 
Government have sub e I ni ti a ti ve, propos a s 

h Trans-Frontier EC 
consideration under t e i tain and with other 

i n)cages with Br 
involving East-West 1 

member States. 
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Both parts of th i , e sland 
enviro continue t nmental image associat o have a positive 
population and rel ti ed with low density 
. . a vely low levels of 
industrialisation; this represents 
preserved and built upon. an asset to be 

Both parts of the island are carrying 
economic costs because of th . very substantial 

. . e violence of the past 20 years. 
force expenditure, 
to property, 
indirect costs 

Direct costs include addit' ional security 
compensation for loss of l'f i e and damage 
additional costs on courts ad . n prisons· 

include loss of income from t i ' our sm, loss of industrial 

' e isruption of transport. output and new investment and th d' 

The cumulative total of these cost s over the last 20 years 

amounts to thousands of millions of pounds, borne by the 

Exchequers and the economies generally, North and south. 

The violence has a particularly adverse effect on the 

development potential of border areas. 

The border areas, North and South, are among the most 
disadvantaged areas of the European Community. These areas 

- because of their location in relation to the centres of 

trade and ad.ministration within the island - experience 

peripherality in a particularly acute form. They are 

characterised by low incomes (significantly below the 
overall average), high unemployment and under-employment (in 

some areas up to 80% above the overall average), a high 
f 

trong industrial 
dependency on agriculture and lack o any 

6 

tradition. 
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I
ll\mt>e e~tus for the Development of Cr :,:;:--- 08 s -Border p 

(i) ru-1ateral Acti on roqrammea 

The I rish and British gover 4, nments have over 
sought to address cross-bord the past decade er economic i 
action: ssues through joint 

The Anglo-Irish Joint Studies, launched in December 
1980, included a Report on the scope for economic co-
operation. 

The Anglo-Irish Ag reement of November 1985, which 
es t ablished the Anglo-Irish Intergovernmental 
Confe r e nce, stated that the Co f n erence would deal 
r egul a r bas is with (inter alia) "the promotion of 
cross-border co- operation." 

on a 

The Review of the Workings of the Inter-Governmental 

Conference, published in May 1988, endors ed "a 

systematic programme of assessment of all the main 

sectors to determine where the process of co-operation 

can most fruitfully be expanded" . 

(ii) International Fund for Ireland 

5. The International Fund for Ireland (IFI) established under 

Article 10 of the Anglo-Irish Agreement, has recei ved 

significant support from the U.S. and the E.C. , as well as 

smaller contributions from Canada and New Zealand. The IFI 

continues to do extremely valuable work in border areas; it 

does not of course undertake projects that are properly 

within the remit of Governments. 

(iii)Existing EC support for Cross Border Programmes 

6. 
p gramme introduced 

The ERDF Non-Quota special Border Areas ro 
di 1985) currently 

in 1980 (and extended and strengthene n 
f 

omic and social 
contributes to the improvement o econ 

7 
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conditions in the border areas b y the provision of 
small firms, the development oft i aid to our sm, transport 
communications, as well as certai 'and n energy measures. 

(iV) g::oss -Border Studies 

7. over the last decade the two Governments have jointly 
commissioned, with the financial suppon of the ERDF, a 
number of studies which have analysed the , soc1.o-economic 
probl ems of various areas in the border region. These 

include the North-West Communications Study (1978), the Erne 
catchment Study (1980) and the Lough Melvin study (1987)-. ~ 

s. The North-West Study, (embr acing County Donegal and the 

Derry and Strabane Di s t r i ct Council areas), which was 

commissioned by the two Governments with the financial 
support of the ERDF, is near completion and it is expected 

that the final report will be availabl e s hortly. The scope 

for further cross-border socio-economic s tudies will be kept 

under active consideration. 

Enhanced Co-operation: A Programme-based approach 

9. There is a clear preference, North and South, f or a 
programme-based approach rather than simply an aggr egation 
of specific projects. The importance of Nort h/ Sout h cross -

. ge of economi c and 
border co-operation in tackling a ran 

. the Northern I r eland 
social issues is recognised both 1.n 

d's National Development 
Regional Development Plan and Irelan 

i ill reinforce the 
Plan. The cross-border initiat ve w . tion under the Anglo- . 
existing impetus for enhanced coopera .11 llow 

ti al Fund. It Wl. a 
Irish Agreement and the Interna on i e be 

hi h would not otherw s 
the realisation of projects w c . While all 
feasible within existing budgetary constraints. fullY 

1 have to be 
Projects undertaken would obvious Y would also 
. the programme 
Justifiable in economic terms, catalyst for 

in acting as a 
serve an important function 

ni O operation. 
encouraging cross-commu ty c -
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10, 
A number of the projects already sub . 

nu. tted under I 
oevelopment Plan and the NI Regio 1 reland' s 

na Plan would a 
more logically implemented as part f ppear to be 

o a cross-border 
programme. It is hoped therefore that th ere will be 
flexibility to treat them accordingly, with appropriate 
adjustments to the respective Nat' al ion ~nd Regional Plans 
and Operational Programmes. 

g_;oqramme Aims/Objectives 

ll. In seeking EC support for a Cross-Border Programme both 

Governments have identified the following strategic aim: 

11 to ensure the creation of conditions on both sides of the 

border which will maximise economic and social benefits in 

the qualifying areas and facilitate greater social and 

economic cohesion as envisaged under the Single European 

Act. 11 

12. Within this overall aim, the Cross-border Programme might 

include the following more specific objectives: 

(a) to arrest social and economic decay and tackle social 

and economic weaknesses in border areas; 

(b) 

(c) 

t . 1 programmes to deal with the 
to put in place prac ica 

effects of peripherality; and 

. the border areas so that· · 
to strengthen the economy in 

f t i ly after 1992 by: 
it may compete more ef ec ve 

weaknesses through the 
remedying infrastructural and 

d infrastructure projects; 
support of broa 

ble local resources 
capitalising on availa build on the 

resources) to 
(including human 
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attractiveness and t ourist t . 
areas, and on th po ential 

e strengths of 1 
and local tradit. ocal ions. 

proaramme Content 

of the border 
manufacturing 

~ A series of sub-programmes 

sectors: 
is envisaged in 

agriculture/fisheries i the following 
, ndustry tra 

energy, environment, tourism h lth ' nsport, ' ea facilitie 
resources. An indication of possibl s and human 

e programme content in 
each of these sectors is set out b 1 . . e ow, proJects listed 
should be regarded as illustrative nl . . 0 Y pending further 
discussions. ProJects will b o viously be subject to national 
and EC requirements for feasibility studies, investment 
appraisal, environmental impact as and h were appropriate. 
Normal public expenditure planning considerations (including 

assessment of the overall availability of resources) will 

also apply. 

14. In addition to, and acting as reinforcement for, the 
specific sectoral programmes outlined below, a more general 

programme of Social and Economic Regeneration in Border 
Areas is also envisaged. Such a programme would facilitate 

an integrated approach to tackling the problems of 
particular sub-regions within the border areas. It might 

include follow-up to the North-West Study and possible 

action associated with any further cross-border studies. 

Co-ordination and integration of Government action would 
serve to develop more effectively the inherent potential of 

. t of its specific 
the designated area, taking accoun . . . 
structural problems and utilising the available indigenous · 

resources. 
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~al Programmes: Illustrative Projects 

AGRICULTURE/FISHERIES 
fillral Regeneration 

15, In view of 

the social 

above will 

the rural character of much of the border 
and Economic Regenerati areas, on Programme f 
clearly have a strong al re erred to 

. rur regeneration 
component. Particular emphasis might be placed on· 

Rural small business ventures· th · ' ese would include 
small rural industries, arts/crafts centres, 
fishing/mariculture ventures etc. 

On-Farm value added enterprises; organic farming, 
farm-based food processing, afforestation, horse

breeding (non-thoroughbred) and horticulture. 

Agri-Tourism development; development of local tourism 

packages, organization of on-farm and off-farm 
accommodation, development of local leisure facilities, 

improvement of amenities etc. 

Environmental improvement in the agricultural sector 

16. Such a programme would have two dimensions: 

Anti-pollution measures. At present, adequate grants 

designed to tackle the most immediate pollution 
. farm buildings etc) 

problems (grants for slurry pits, 
b der However, 

are in place on both sides of the or · . 
bl ms including 

number of longer term pro e ' 
there are a fficient digestion 

d for more e 
for example the nee t research and developmen 
systems, which require more uld be ment programme co 
work. A research and develop k between the 

11aborative wor 
considered, involving co d · n such issues. 

d south involve i 
main centres North an 
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Positive environment enhanc· 
1.ng projects 

further development of fore t L. such as 
. s ry and Wildlife 

and environmentally sensiti reserves 
ve areas. Exchan 

information and experience bet ge of 
ween the relevant 

authorities would be a startin i 
g po nt, followed b 

drawing up of an appropriate devel Y the 
opment programme. 

Animal and Plant Health 

7 Both parts of Ireland have a comm i t 1 · on n erest in maintaining 

18. 

the high standard of animal and plant health which obtains 

on the whole island. There is considerable cooperation 
between the authorities North and South in promoting this 

mutual aim. The benefits of the island' s high health status 
in terms of enhanced trading opportunities are important, 

not only in the context of both parts of Ireland, but also 

of the European Community as a whole. Maintenance of these 

high standards requires continuous investment in the 

development and upgrading of testing and surveillance 

facilities in both parts of Ireland and Community action or 

assistance to this end would be very beneficial. 

Agri business: Development of an AgriFood Processing 

Industry. 
The creation and enhancement of a sophisticated agrifood 

hi h 1 ue added content, processing industry, with a g va 
constitutes an important element of both Governments' 

l d elopment. such overall approach to agricultura ev 
i are already well 

downstream value added industr es , ularly in t};le 
represented in both parts of the island, partic · 

d south recognise North an ' 
fruitful cross-border co-

border area. The authorities, 

that there may be potential for 
ing sector. 

operation in the agrifood process 

7 
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There is conside rable potential for the d 
aquaculture in Lough Foyle ad evelopment of 

n Carlingford 
beds in Lough Foyle and oyste f Lough (mussel 

r arming in C 
Lough ); this potential would b arlingford 

e more effecti 
by cooper ative action of a cros b vely realised 

s- order nature. 
addi tion, t her e is considerable In scope for Norths 
cooperation to prot ect the high di - outh 

. . . . sease-free status of 
fisheries in the i s land as a whol e · , es pecially in the 
context of 1992 a nd t he a r rangement hi . s w eh will then appl 
to the management and control of live f ' h Y is movements within 
the European Commun! ty. 

INDUSTRY 
Industrial Standards: Development of a Network of 

accredited test Laboratories on a North/South bas i s 

20. The achievement of the Single Internal Market in 1992 will 

involve the elimination of all technical barriers to trade 

including the obstructive use of national standards for 

industrial products. The European Commission's II Global 

Approach" to this problem is to make each member State 

responsible for the certification and testing of its own 
industrial products. This strategy implies that each member 

State has the requisite laboratory/testing facilities to 

certify the full range of industrial products involved. The 

small size of the Irish economy, the preponderance of small 

industrial companies and the peripheral location, have . 
t k of test laboratorie~ 

resulted in inadequacies in the ne wor 
. l d facilities are 
in the South while the Northern Ire an t There may be scope o 
Primarily linked to the UK networks. port laboratories to sup 
develop accredited third party test new EC " Global 
the needs of notified bodies under the d and it is intende 
Approach" to certification and testing ther to ascertain whe 
that a feasibility study be undertaken 

7 

8 
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a North-South approach in this area 
beneficial. WOuld be mutually 

TRANSPORT 
Enhanced cooperation in the transport sector 
consistent with the desire of b th would be 

o Governments 
commission, to address the periph 1 . ' and the 

era ity problem· 
context of 1992, and would also c t . · in the 

. on ribute to the overall 
strengtheill.ng of the economy in bord er areas by the 
development of tourism and by providi 1 ng ocally based 
enterprises with more immediate access to wider markets. 
Rail Links: 

A joint study by the railway companies in the two 

jurisdictions has produced proposals to upgrade the 

Belfast/Dublin railway line with a consequent improvement in 
journey times. 

Road Links: 

Several of the cross-border studies undertaken by the two 

Governments with EC assistance have recommended major road 

improvements. A report on II Irish Border Areas II prepared in 

1983 by the EC Economic and Social Committee indicated that 

the roads infrastructure in the border counties was 

inadequate and recommended a development programme which 

would include the upgrading of the major cross-border trunk 

roads in the region. Major improvements have already been 

made in parts of the Belfast/Dublin and Derry/Dublin 
routes; however there still remains considerable scope for 

· j cross-border routes 
further developments on these two ma or 

hi the constraints of 
and the Dublin/Enniskillen route. Wit n 

roads of a secondary 
the security situation, improvements to ff'c 

f cross-border tra i 

nature would greatly assist the flow O 
. . ndustry and tourism. 

With consequent benefits for trade, 1 

.Q!:her Infrastructural Developments: nitiative for 
Th cross-Border I 

ere may be scope under the in border areas, 
Other infrastructural developments facilities on a 
i ent of port 
ncluding the possible enhancem 

mutually beneficial basis. 
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ENVIRONMENT 

The border areas - as well as the adj i 
offer particular scope for incre 

O 
ning coastlines 

ased co-operat· . 
relation to the protection of water ion in 
and marine water systems. quality in both river 

Erne River Catchment : It n eqr a t ed Wat e r Quality 

Management/Proposed sanitary servi ces 

23
. The Erne has the fourth largest r i ver catchment i n Ireland 

extending over an area of 4,375 square kilom t ' e res . The 

catchment is split approximately evenly by the border and 

has a total population of about 128,000 persons. Great 

importance is attached to the maintenance and i mprovement of 

water quality in the Erne system on account of touri sm, 

fishery and other water-based amenity development on both 

sides of the border. The establishment of a complete 

monitoring regime for the entire catchment would enable the 

preparation of a full water quality management strategy for 

the area. Provision for more effective treatment of sewage 

discharges into waters in the catchment - including 
phosphorus removal - will be an important element in such a 

strategy. This will involve provision for appropriate 

treatment works in a number of towns and villages in border 

areas. 

Sanitary services in other border area,!_ f border . 

24· Improved sewage treatment facilities in a number. 
0 

· ter quality in 
towns are required to protect the wa d other h s1ackWater an 
Carlingford Lough, Lough Foyle, t e visaged would 

f the projects en 
lakes and rivers. A number O ral areas. 

developme
nt in scenic ru 

facilitate tourism 
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TOURISM 

The development of the tourist indust 
element of overall economic t ry is an important 

s rategy in b 
Ireland. In Northern Ireland oth parts of 

' the tourism i 
the subject of a recent Governm t ndustry has been 

en Review whi h . 
in the establishment of a new t . c Wlll result 

ourist organi t' 
development of a new tourist str t . za ion and the 

a egy · There · 
substantial cooperation between b th . . is already 

0 admiru.strations · 
development of the tourist market d in the an further opportuniti 
might be beneficially explored eg j . t es oin -marketing 
initiatives, development of cross-b d . or er tourism amenities 

Associated with the 
thrust of tourism would be developments in the cultural and 

and development of air and sea links. 

recreation fields. 

26. Individual tourism projects which might be included for 

support in the programme would be decided in discussions 

between the two Governments. The restoration of the 

Ballinamore/Ballyconnell Canal linking the waterways of the 

island of Ireland (originally recommepded in a Commission 

supported Report - the Erne Catchment Study) is already a 

priority scheme under the Irish National Development Plan 

and the development of this project is currently being 

overseen by a joint North/South Steering Group established 

by the two Governments. Development of associated amenities 

which would further enhance the tourism potential of the 

Canal could be considered as part of a cross-border 
uld ·nclude amenities 

programme. Other possible schemes co 
1 

dev
eloped on a cross-border 

~ attractions - planned and market and designed in 
basis - targeted at the US tourist · h of .Americans of Iris 
Particular to appeal to the millions 

(North and South) ethnic background. 
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ENERGY 
The reestablishment of the North/$ 

outh electri i 
would provide additional base-lo d c ty link 

a capacity thro 
island at an economic cost. The ughout the 

economic viabilit 
East-West electricity interconnectors is under Y of 

consideration. 

HEALTH FACILITIES 
The respective Health Boards in the North West of the island 
are currently investigating the scope for complementary 

development of services to serve communities North and south 

of the border; these discussions are likely to have 

implications for the development and upgrading of hospitals 

in border areas. A coordinated approach in the health 

sector forms part of an integrated response to economic and 

social needs in border areas; it is accordingly suggested 

that expansion and complementary development of facilities 

on a cross-border basis, together with the concentration of 

scarce and expensive specialised treatment in one area which 

would make their availability to all both North and South 

economically possible, should qualify for support. 

HUMAN RESOURCES 
between the various 

There is good co-operation in this area 
N rth and south. 

educational and training authorities, 0 

articularly in 
Scope for further co-operation exists, P f 

at all levels o 
vocational and management training, f rther joint 

i otential for u 
industry and commerce. There s P nnel · . 

f i tructor perso 
Skill development, exchange O ns ining is also 

f sources. Tra 
Programmes and the sharing O re f tber cross -

d elopment o o 
an important feature in the ev trainin_q and 
b t nee jJjQoi~n~t~~:::::----
order programmes. For ins a ' used in the 

1readY been uld be 
employment programmes have a d· this co 
d i carlingf or . rea, 
evelopment of aquaculture n tough Foyle a 

f ded to the such as 
urther encouraged and exten development, 

T 11 industry 
raining programmes for sma 
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those already in existence in the N ewry /Dundal k 
offer good potential for further area, also cross-border . 
In the tourism area (including the d initiatives. evelopment of 
tourism and the enhancement of the i agri-env ronment) b 
training and employment programmes would ' oth be key cont . b 
to successful development on a cross-b d . ri utors or er basis 
Employment programmes can also be usef\tl. f · . . or the purpose of 
i 01nt research proJects. A priority for b th . o regions is the 
problem of long term unemployment and J' oint · nit' . i iati ves in 

sa vantaged this sphere could play an important role in di d 

areas. 

conclusion 
30. While the measures outlined above are illustrative at this 

stage, they each hold out the prospect of improved social 

and economic cohesion between the border areas and other 

more prosperous regions within the Community, measures for 

which the reformed Structural Funds were designed. A 

Commission supported Cross-Border Programme which embraced 

elements such as these would make a substantial impact on 

the quality of life in Ireland North and south. 

31. Both Governments would appreciate an early indication from 

the Commission of the provisions to be made for the 

Programme, the timescale within which it must be . t be allocated to 
implemented, and the amount of resources 

0 

it. This would facilitate the preparation by the two 

G d Submission on the 
overnments of a further, detaile 

proposed content of a cross-Border Programme. 

~o 
January, 1990. 



.§E!aking Points 

I think it is time that we made 

ub t t t 
a serious t 

s s ance o he commit . a tempt to give 
ment in the Revie 

our work in the economi w Document to expand 
c and social area. 

document that our official h The short s ave pr 
b 

epared is useful, and I 
have no pro lem in going along with it. 

We will obviously want to ensur th . . . . e at any involvement of 
other Ministers in the work of th c . e onference is productive 
- a good use of their time as well as ours. It makes sense 

therefore to choose sectors where there is a mutual 

interest in expanding co-operation; I would see merit in 

starting, for example, with the Agriculture/Horticulture 

sector where there is already a good deal of co-operation. 

We will need to carefully structure the arrangements for 

attendance of other Ministers at the Conference. I 

understand the idea has been floated of having them join us 

for 1 unch - I would be open to this or indeed to any other 

arrangement which provided a natural point of entry and 

departure from conference meetings. 

h 
d tailed work needs to 

I agree that in some sectors furt er e , f discussion at the 
be done before the issues are ripe or 

d rway 
in these sectors as 

uld et work un e 
Conference; we sho g · d in the steering group envisage 
soon as possible - the small . properlY organised and 

paper should ensure that the work is 

the momentum maintained. 
. on the agenda for the 

I note that in their discussions , t secretaries have 
, the Join e meeting, I agree 

forthcoming conferenc ndc issues; is on econo 1ay a 
put a considerable emphaS h t these iSsues P rtant t a than th8Y 
with this and think it impo d for the future 

agen a 
more significant part on our 

have to date. 



Involv m nt of Economic Mini atera 
Work of the Conf erenoe 

The Review Document gave consider bl a e emphasis 
enhancement of co-operation in the to the economic and 
sectors; the question of how best to f 1 social o low up on th' 
Review commitment has been under dis . 

18 

. cussion for some time 
The Northern side has tended to want t k · o eep economic issues 
at arm' s length from the Conference (thro h h . ug aving meetings 

of the relevant Departmental officials and Mini sters outside 

- n ance by the conference with subsequent - possible atte d 

Ministers at the Conference), whereas we have thought in 

terms of early attendance by specialist Ministers at the 

conference. The short document before this week's 

Conference, which essentially envisages a two-track 

approach, is a compromise between the two positions. 

2. We see presentational as well as substantive benefits in the 

attendance of specialist Ministers at future Conference 

meetings; it conveys a useful signal about the vitality of 

the Conference - that it is covering new ground and becoming 

h 
While obviously much 

fully comprehensive in its approac · . 1· t Departments could 
of the substantive work between specia is . the public 
be done equally well outside the Conference, .. , h relevant Ministers 
impact is considerably increased if t e 1 0 of ce (There is as 
are actually present at the Conferen · side in in - the Northern 
course the reverse side of this co peration maY i g 10w keY co-o 
particular is nervous that ongo n . ted with the if it is associa . 
suddenly become controversial ern the i ns thiS cone , 
Conference. If Mr. Brooke ment O y that of course ding and sa 
Minister might indicate understan also have to 

however we 
we should be sensitive to this; new and can give a 
bear in mind that the conference tion). 
worthwhile impetus to existing co-opera 



3. 
. any discussion of the composition of th here is e 

If t G oup which is to be established, the Minist . ng r er 
steeri st a small core group involving the Secretari t sugge a 
,U.ght . ls from the Department of Foreign Affairs fficia 

and 

O 

the NIO/Central Secretariat on the Northern umably 

(pres s well as possibly some representative from the 

side, l a f Finance, augmented as required by officials rtment o 
oepa Departments. from other 

January 1990. 



5QCIAL AND 

Programme of F ~ - Jl ure WorA 

t 
the Review of the Wot'king of the Interg n overnmental c 

t
he two Governments affirmed their convictio t onterence, . . n hat cross-bo d 

conomic and social co-operation is of obvious b r er e enefit to all, 

It was agreed that future Conference meetings would include a 
systematic programme of assessment of all the main sectors to 

determine where the process of co-operation can most fruitfully 

be expanded. It was also agreed that, where appropriate, the 

responsible Ministers North and south would participate in the 

work of the conference. 

Preliminary work carried out by official• during and since the 

Revlew has suggested that the areas which may offA< mosL sco~e 

for further co-operation include: 

agriculture 
energy 
environmental issues 
fisheries 
health 
human resource development 

tourism - r"J 
transport . l lY on those 

lt i trate ini tia d · 
s, therefore, proposed to concen , ties to as.pan a h opportun1 

teas and to identify in each area t e . 
co-operation on a mutuallY benefioial bas1S• 

oo-operation 
tn a degree of , 1 en4 

number of areas, a considerable t at ofoc:i.a . ite llr • contaC 5 to in• 
•ad:, exists and there are ongoing t,e desirable eeting 

llini t it in&Y rl1 m 

the 
' erial level. In sucb areas' s at an 

83 

•~ to repott progres 
~Propriate Ministers 

Of the Conf ere nee. 
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ctors, further detailed preparatory work i~ 
ther se Q required 

rn o . . 11 now be taken forward by the officials of th 
thl.S W'l • • e 

$!1d ts directly 1nvolved lead1.n; to meetings between th 
artmen • . . e 

oeP • bl Departmental M1n1sters. The results of each 
5pons1. e 

re . al meeting would be reported to the Conference and 
·nistetl , 

Mi he issues merited, there might be a discussion at a 
where t · 'b i e meeting with the respons1. le M nisters in attendance. conferenc 

A small group of officials shoulc1 retain general oversight of 
overall progress in expanding cross-border co-operation. 

secretariat 
29 January 1990 

TOTAL p,03 



Confidence Is sues 

citerock Road Killings 
~ 

1. 

2. 

Perhaps I should start by 
saying a few brief words about the 

Whiterock Road killings. I 
was struck, as I am sure that 

you were too, by the strength of the statement by Bishop 

Daly when he said that the incident was a "cruel setback" to 

building community confidence in the security forces. ram 

sure that you have given serious consideration to Bishop 

Daly' s view that this incident has been damaging and is the 

type of affair that could significantly set back efforts to 

improve confidence in the security forces. It also 

reinforces the view, which we have consistently taken here, 

f the primacy of the police I 
of the crucial importance o 

that what is vital now, if 
think it goes without saying 

d and reassured, is that the 
public op~on is to be a~ye 

~ be thorough and transparent. 
, . . . to the incident investigation in . 

dded to the 
have, of course, a 

The Whiterock killings f McKerr case in the House o 

O
utcome of the 

interest in the the appeal, to amend 

Lords. 
intend, if you lose 

we know you of the security 

your legislation to 

forces should remain 

inquests. If you do 

probably have to saY 

that members 
ensure . t ·ve evidence a 

11able to gi 
n-compe - · ll no d that we wi 

_.. will understan 
thiS, you our legislation, 

publiclY· 
something 
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as you probably kno 
w, does not 

d exempt 
s ummone as a witness anyone from be . at an · i.ng 

inquest. 

Aocompaniment of UDR Patrol =---- s 

3. I understand that our off. . 1.c1.als have made useful progress in 

this area and that, with effect from the 1st January, the 

RUC has instituted a compreh . ensi.ve system for monitoring 

levels of accompaniment; th' l.S should enable progress to be 

assessed on a continuing basis and conclusions drawn about 

levels and trends. I welcome this development. 

4. Officials have still to reach agreement on other aspects of 

accompaniment, including on defining sensitive areas. 

However, as we are already committed to reaching agreement 

Sure 
that a satisfactory formula 

on this latter point, I am 

5. 

will be arrived at quickly. 

should be able together to look at 

It is important that we · we must, of 
. es on a regular basis. 

the new monitoring f 1 gur b, cti ve of the 
·ghted about the o Je 

course, also remain ciear-si d the , nrogress towar s 
t achieve.:.:- - --

whole exercise, which is 
0 

P
rinciple in the 

, of the 

goal of full implementation in some - d thiS matter 
I addresse 

Hillsborough communique, in Belfast on 18 october, 
~eating f 

f r ence i·• i's an i·ssue o 
detail at the con e us this 

that for 

I 
, terate a central 

need hardly re1 , t was being as i 

considerable importance, 
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the Review document. 

commitment at the time 
Of the A 

greement and mo re recently in 

tevens Engui ry §....---

6. we have noted that Mr. Steve h 
ns as been quite active and 

that several persons have 1 
a ready been charged arising out 

of his investigation. 
We both recognise the importance that 

attaches to his work and the necessity that he deal fully 

and thoroughl Y with this very s ens i ti ve issue. r understand 

that the recent fire will delay the completion of the 

investigation by about four weeks and that Mr. Stevens now 

expects to report in early March. We hope that this 

timetable will be met. In the meantime, I would appreciate 

any indication you could let us have about the type of 

conclusions, especially as regards what might be called the 

may be emerging from the enquiry. 
structural aspects, which 

§!alker Affair 

7 in having your 
· We would be interested 

· evolving. 
see the Stalker affair 

views as to how you 



In the aftermath of the leaks O t 
on roversy whi h 

of Loughlin Maginn on 25 A c followed the 
urder ugus t the St . 
t up on 14 September 19 8 9 t , ' evens Inquiry was 

se ' 0 investigate the disappearance of 
security documents from Dunmurray RUC station. 

sco'Pe of the Inquiry 

~ flood of leaks resulted in the scope of the Inquiry being 

ill.dened and, at the Conference meeting of 5 October, the Chief 

constable indicated that the Inquiry will, following consultation 

with the Chief Constable, embrace any associated matter referred 

:o it and that Stevens will make recommendations about the 

!landling of security material both inside and outside the RUC. 

Progress of the Inquiry 
so far, over 30 people have been arrested and charged, 

apparently as a result of the Stevens investigation - perhaps 

the most dramatic occurrence being the arrest of 28 members of 

the UDR in the early hours of 8 October. (Four of these were 

subsequently charged.) 

controversy surrounding a further 
H~ever, there was considerable 8 . the Stevens Team on Monday 
dramatic swoop on Loyalists by d Independent reported 

i k of the Lon on 
January when David McKi ttr c t 

O 
days previously, on 

ns Inquiry w 
that he had phoned the Steve h ir planned swoop the 

qui i g about t e . 
Saturday 6 January, en r n -~d of the impending 

ntl Y 1 e0,.1.-
foll owing Monday. He had appare RUC subsequently attacked 
s ontact. The rn,iry as lroop from a loyalist c stevens In-:1-

from the 
kctittrick' s report of 1eakS . llY damaging". However, 
•t d potentia d alleged that many 

otally inaccurate an h, s story an 
M- tuck to J. ceived advance 
oiclittrick subsequently 5 rnquirY had re 
of h stevens 

those targeted byte 
ground. 

rning and had gone to 



te in the night of lO J 
iia anuary 

8 
offices being used by ' a fil:'9 bro 

ttl the Ste ke out and 
use appears to have be ~ Illqui destroyed 

ea . . en establi ry. While n . 
fficial view is that the . shed for th o official 

o fire was e fire th 
told that the fire would n t caused accid , e 

. o affect th entally. We were . 
. n that copies of all mate . e records of 
1. rial are the inquiry, 
other locations as a matter of replicated and st course. ored in two 

currently there is an eme . rging controversy 
of Bri a n Ne lson, a former British l surrounding the arrest 

so dier and 
senior UDA figure, who has bee ' apparently a 

n charged with . 
i nformati on likely to be of use t . possession of 

o terrorists Th 
number of media reports to the eff t · ere have been a 

. ec that Nelson had in fact 
been working f o r the security forces ( 'th .. ei er Military 
Intelligence or MIS) and had been fed by them with sensitive 

security informati on f or the past number of years. 

The overall focus of t he Inquiry is centred on the UDR and there 

are reports of very deep resent ment among serving members of the 

both the UDR and the British Army, with allegations that the RUC 

is avoiding any responsibi l i t y in the matter of collusion by 

using the Stevens Inquiry to point the finger exclusively at the 

UDR. 

'l'iminq: 
While we had been given to 

completed in mid February, 

lllatters and the Inquiry is 
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on Saturday 13 January 
Eddie Hale, and John M~N at l 1. OOam, three 
members of the British ~11) were shot dea~nby(Peter Thompson 
attempting to rob a booki Y while they were two plainclothes es shop. apparently 

subs~quent eye-witness accounts i t~-
warru.ng appears to have been i n ~ media have alleged that no 
apprehend the three, and that g ven and no attempt made to 

McNeill (the driver of the 
unarmed and sitting in the getaway car) was unmasked and 
range; car when he was shot at close 

Thompson and Hale, who were armed with i"";t t' t f th b , ..... a ion weapons 
ran ou o e ookies into a hail of automatic gunfire,' and 
were subsequently finished off in the manner of a coup de 
grace while they lay on the pavement. 

There are persistent reports that a 4th man involved in the raid 
stayed in the shop, joining the customers who had been forced to 
lie on the floor by the robbers, and that this man subsequently 
made good his escape. In addition, there are reports th~t a 
second team of soldiers acted as a back-up to the team involved 

in the shooting. 

th t the three were members of a larger 
There are also reports a curity force guns last 
criminal gang which had purchasefmiw~:e who had earlier stolen 
December from another gang of ~r u:ed by the security forces, 
them from an unattended car be ~g t the RUC as part of a deal 
and that these had been returne ~ their associates on a charge 
involving non-prosecution of one 

O 
rts have fueled rumours 

of possession of weapons. These hre~~ovo propaganda machine) that 
(which are being played up by t e . ty force surveillance and that 
the gang were the subject of se:r~h in retaliation for the theft 
the shootings were in fact an a u 
of the weapons. 

criminals (hoods), . 
ords as pettY cone of them, Eddie 

All three men had police 7~~ tarY involvementthe Provos two years 
though no record of param~e~elY punished tbin the knees, ankles 
Hale, had in fact been ~:i tY· He was sho 
ago for anti-social acti 
anc1 elbows. ) 



Local reaction in w est B 
perhaps because the th elfast h 
anY e~fe~tive normal re~ were kas b~n rela 
nigh ~ncidence of p e t~ol i c~ ng, w:OWn hoods . t;vely muted, partl 
relative popularity f Y crime s t belfast { i th the abs ence ~ 
area, ) o Provo ~eseomething Whishplagued with a o 

-cap i c ace P ng acti i . ou~ts for the 
v ties i n t he 

ffowever, there has b een st 
aishOP Cahal Daly who rong react 
circumstances which s, referring als ion from the SDLP 
Robinson in North Belufrrounded the sho to the apparentlyandimifrom 

t th bl 
. ast la t ooting f s lar 

abOU e urr1.ng of th s Septembe 
O 

UVF man B · 

l d b 
e di ti r sp k rian 

emP oye , Y. the security f s nction betweeo e out strongly 
param1.l1 tar1.es, and s k orces and th n the methods 
efforts to build publi~ e of . the incid~~~ employed by the 
called for an independen~onfid~nce in the :s a ~ruel setback to 
of the shooting and the P';1bl1c inquiry in~curity ~orces . He 
such an Inquiry would hpolicy decisions whiohthe circumstances 
community and in the t e felt, be in the i ~ lay behind it. 
themselves. NIO M' , rue interests of th n ere~ts of the 1.n1.ster Cope has . e security forces 
be held and that the invest. t. said that no such I . . 
The OPP will decide on the iga l.<;>n will be handled bynfhiry wl711 question of an . . e po 1.ce. Y criminal prosecutions. 

The Taoiseach in a radio 1, nt . . erview on 15 J 
shooting as a matter which had anuary described the 
misgivings which we would wish ~au~ed very serious disquiet and 
investigated and that the circum 

O 
t ave thoroughly and fully 

require very specific clarificat~oance~ are such that they 
as to what exactly happened why i ~ ~n veryd clear exp~anations 
happen. , appene , and how it came to 

The B
7

i tish subs 7quently responded to a series of questions 
relating to the incident which we addressed to them through the 
Secretariat. They were unable to respond to the majority of 
questions, the answers to which would depend on the outcome of 
the police investigation. However, they were able to confirm that 
two soldiers were involved in the incident; that no members of 
the RUC were involved· that the soldiers came upon the incident 
by chance· and that there was a period of about 10 minutes 
immediately after the shooting and before the arrival of the RUC 
when there was no security force presence at the scene of the 

shooting. 

· aised the issue of a shoot to 
T~e Whi terock killings have again r . ty forces and revived 
kill policy on the part of the ~~~~~~gs and the allegations of 
memories of both the Gibraltar investigation) which 
shoot to kill (the stalker/Samps~n in Armagh in 1982. 

surrounded the killing of 6 peoP 
8 

!!!:Kerr, Burntl & oroma!IL tb8 WJ>iterock incident, ~~i;~ 
~incidentally, shortlY ad.Sfte~eard the appeal ~Y Hfhg: ~~urt that 
anuary, the House of Lor . . n of the selfas 

Government against the decisio 



bers of the security fore 

~~rdence at Inquest hearing/~nc~uld be coinpelled to give 
",om the Inq~est on McKerr, Burnso~thern Ireland. This case arose 
ff the 1982 incidents. The deci . nd Toinan, three of the victims 
of the security forces COUJ.d no~i~n of the Coroner, that members 0

be Inquest, was appealed by the 1
8 compelled to give evidence at 

\nnucane, subsequently IllUXdered b aier for the families (Pat · 
F t appeal failed and they S\lbse Y 0 Yal.ist Paramilitaries). 
rha rt who overturned the earlier :f"'~tly appea.J.ed to the High 
cou the security forces COuJ.d be ecision and judged that members 
of ts The British Governm t 0 ~elled to give evidence at 
rnques Hi·· gh Court to the H en n turn appealed this decision of the ouse of Lords. 

While the Judgement of the House of Lords is awaited in this 
case, we have been told that if it goes against them, the 
British Government plan to amend the primary legislation. In 
ther words, one way or the other, the British Government have no ~ tention of allowing members of the security forces to be cross 

in mined at such Inquest hearings. (Note: In this jurisdiction, 
exabers of the security forces can be compelled to give evidence mem 
at Inquests. ) 

Anglo/Irish Di visi?n 
f F eign Affairs Department o or 
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"'hese shootings again i 
~ it ra se th bY the s ecur y forces S e issue f 
(Northern.Ireland) 1967 ~ct~on 3 oft~ the use of lethal force 
force as is reasonable i p ovides that " Criminal Law Act 
crime or in effecting orn the circumst~ person may use such 
offenders or suspected of~Sisting in ~e~ in the prevention of 
iarge". The House of Lord e~ers or of Pers awful arrest of 
liberal interpretation of s in th~ McElhone ons unlawfully at 
security forces in Northernthe reasonable us~asef pfrovided a very 

Ireland. o orce by the 

~Elhone, who was clearly u 
. h . 1 . narmed wa soldier w i e running away. In ' . ~ shot in the back b a 

Lords found that in the circums~heir Judgement, the Houseyof 
grounds for fearing imminent dana~ces th~ soldier had reasonable 
members of the patrol if the s g r to himself or to other 
danger was imminent in so far ~=P;~t were allowed to escape. The 
sooner or later to participate. f he got away, he was likely 

in acts of violence". 

The combined effect of section 3 of . 
McElhone judgement is that it , th~ Criminal Law Act and the 

. is practically imp · bl 
convictions on the charge of murde . ossi e to secure 
security forces in the Courts , N r against members of the 
notable exception was Private ~~ai~rthwheo~-_:relan~. tThe most 

h 
. n<.Q convic ed of murder 

but w o, in. any event, was released after 2 years, thereby in 
effect serving a sentence more appropriate to a manslaughter 
charge. 

Lord Colville in his 1988 report on the working of the Emergency 
Provisions Act raised the question of the introduction of an 
alternative charge of manslaughter where excessive force was 
used by a member of the security forces. The Secretary of State 
in the House of Commons on 8 March 1989 indicated that he 
"entirely understood why Lord Colville raised the issue" but 
that as the matter was then being considered by the Windlesham 
Committee on Murder and Life Imprisonment, he would await the 
outcome of their consideration of the matter. 

The Windlesham Report, which was issued in July 1989, recommended 
that n a qualified defence reducing murder to mansl~ught~r, of 

· , ' 1 f d f nee should be provided in 
using excessive force in se - e. e th law in England and Wales 
England and Wales. This would bring e 
into line with the law in Scotland"· 

hether it is envisaged that 
£2..mment: It would be useful to k~~l:rly changed and, if so, when 
the law in Northern Ireland be 8 d d 
such changes are likely to be intro uce · 

K. lrj' ~ ~J-0 VI 
~lo/Irish Di vision 
~Partment of Foreign Affairs 
9 January 1990 
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Attached are two documents ~ . ..i...1 
w.u.1. eh represeat 

report of the joint working the first progress 
group of official 

conference Meeting of 18 Oct b 8 mandated by the 
o er to make 

the further effective devel early recommendations on 
opment of the policy f o accompaniment. 

The documents consist of a paper dated 24 January which was 
prepared by the British side as a r ul ' . . es t of the meeting of the 
joint working group on 17 January and , a progress report by the 
working Group to this meeting of the Intergovernmental 

conference. 

These documents reflect agreement by the British side to put in 

place, as and from 1 January, a comprehensive system for 

monitoring levels of accompaniment at RUC Sub-Divisional level on 

a monthly basis (note: there are 39 RUC sub-divisions in Northern 

Ireland). The documents note that further work is required on two 

further elements -viz-

The definition of sensitive areas: While there is broad 

the defini
tion of what constitutes a sensitive 

agreement on 
nationalist area, we have ye 

t to see the areas defined as 

sensitive in each sub-di vision. 

conference the results of 
· lable to the How best to make avai . h ide are concerned at 

• The Bri t1S s 
the moni torinq exercise. h exercise and are 

ts oft e 
the presentational aspec hl score-sheet should not· 

. that a mont Y 
particularly anxious public controversy. 

ion for 
become a regular occas 

1 refused to 
consistent Y 

C B itiSh b,aV8 basis, Since 
~ Heretofore, the r niIDSnt on an on-going f after 
Ptovide statistics on accortlPa oolY managed (o ten -we b,aV8 i 1 snapshot 
the Si reement, ee statist ea 

gning of the Ag xtract tbr iods of time, 
•01a ) to e h rt per 

e considerable effort , ment for 6 0 

Pi 0 compan1 
ctures of the rate of a 



&ttd theS e were bro ken do~ 
.. .reas of Northe rn Ire l and. as between three broad .. geographical 

'!be agree ment to establish an on-9'01 
eicerci se based on 39 separate ......... as ng COlllp.rehensive ...... .,. monitoring. 
signi ficant breakthrough on thi . of Northern Ireland marks a 

. s issue Thi . 
coherent on-going analysis of . s Wl.ll allow for a 

. h ' 1 Progress on th 
the policy, w J. e the existe 8 implementation of 

nee of thi 
sub-divisional Commanders to . s system will oblige RUC 

pay increased 
attention to the factor of and continuing 

accompaniment i 
security force patrols in the. . n the tasking of 

ir district. 

Further work remains to done on th 

ult f thi 
8 important question as to how 

the res s o s exercise are t b 0 e hal!dl.ed - particularly in 
terms of public presentation. on this i . . ssue, while we will 
certainly require on-going briefing on the results of the 
monitoring exercise, we can be sensitive t B , , o r1t1sh concerns as 
to the public presentation of the matter as 1· t · b bl , is pro a yin 

neither side's interests that the exercise develop into some kind 

of monthly score card in the media - an eventuality which could 

have negative repercussions in terms of British willingness to 

continue to implement the monitoring system. 

overall, the Minister may wish to welcome the progress report of 

the joint working group as representing progress on this very 

important issue, while looking forward to a further report to the 

next Conference, noting that further work is required on the 

implementation of the undertaking given by the Secretary of State 

at the Conference Meeting of 18 October (reflected in the joint 

record of that meeting) "to share with the Irish side the results 

Of the ni 
t in areas to be agreed between 

monitoring of accompa men 

the two sides 11 
• 

l?. ~tivk 
Anglo/Irish Di vision 

Department of Foreign Affairs 
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"Anglo-Irish Intergovernmental c onferenoe 
Joint Working Group on Accompaniment 

Progress Report by Secretariat 

1. At its meeting in Belfast on 18 October 1989, the 

Intergovernmental Conference agreed that a Joint Working 
Group of officials would 

make early recommendations on further effective 

development of the policy of ensuring as rapidly as 

possible that, save in the most exceptional 

circumstances, there should be a police presence in all 

operations which involve direct contact between the 

armed forces and the community (Joint Statement). 

2. Following preliminary discussion in the Secretariat, the 

British side presented the Irish side with a paper on the 

subject on 12 January 1990. This paper indicated that, 

although there were major logistical, operational and 

resource difficulties in the way of bringing about 

substantial change in levels of accompaniment quickly, the 

British side were determined to make progress and had begun 

to examine ways of increasing current levels of 

accompaniment. They wished to explore further with the 

Irish side how best this could be carried forward. 

3. Following consideration of the issue by the Working Group on 

17 January, the British side discussed the matter again with 

the RUC. Following that discussion, the British side 

presented the Irish side with a second brief paper - copy 

attached. This indicates that, with effect from 1 January · 

1990, the RUC has instituted a comprehensive system for 

monitoring levels of accompaniment at subdivisional level. 

Information will be provided on a monthly basis which will 

enable progress to be assessed and conclusions drawn about 

levels and trends in accompaniment. 

4. The Irish side welcomes this initiative by the British side 



5, 

whi ch it believes Will be helpful in giving effect to the 
i mplementation of a policy to which it attaches high 

priority. It is ready to engage in further discussion with 

the British side about which geographical areas (having 

regard to the 'sensitivity' of the area concerned) should 
be the subject of further joint study in the light of the 

results of the monitoring exercise and also how best the 

results of that work can be made available to Ministers in 
the Intergovernmental Conference. 

The con erence f l.·s 1.'nvited to take note of progress to-date 
on this issue. 

W4165 



eritish Paper on Aooompani ;:;...-- - ment 
24 January 1990 

1. At the meeting of the 
. . . Joint Worki 

British side underto k ng Group on 1 7 January th 
o to provide ' e 

arrangements which b th a further note about the 
o sides agre d h . 

order that there should e s ould be introduced in 
be effectiv 

of accompaniment of mil. e monitoring of the level 
itary patrols b 

British side indicated th . Y RUC officers. The 
at it would be necessary for there 

to be further discussion With the 
could be prepared. RUC before that paper 

. . They undertook to reflect in that 
discussion the concern exp 

reseed by the Irish side that any 
new monitoring arrangements sh uld b o e such as to allow 
conclusions to be drawn about 1 1 eves and trends of 
accompaniment in those areas of NI hi h f w c , or reasons whi eh 
were mutually undertook, could be considered as sensitive. 

2. There has been further discussion with the RUC. The British 

side can now report that, for its own management purposes, 

and with effect from 1 January 1990, the RUC has instituted 

a comprehensive system for monitoring levels of 

accompaniment at sub-divisional level. The information is 

being provided by way of returns which, over time, will 

allow conclusions to be drawn about levels and trends in 

accompaniment of both UDR and army patrols separately or 

together across a wide range of variable factors. These 

will include, for example, nature of area and patrol type 
_ searching, guarding property, manning a 

(i.e. its purpose 

PVCP etc.). 

dy to discuss at a further 
3. The British side stands rea h' h ki Group a procedure under w 1c 
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Intergovernmental Conference, London, 31 January, 1990 

Initial Overview Note 

Poss i ble Political Progress 

1. The question of creating a "window of opportunity" for 

dialogue is increasingly coming to the forefront of the 

Northern agenda. Ian Burns, in his briefing in Dublin last 

week, spoke of progress being possible (rather than 

probable) and said that the Secretary o f State would wish to 

review the present situation, and possible future moves, at 

Wednesday1 s Conference. The British view is that Unionist 

preconditions for entering talks have eased c onsiderably and 

that a ~ o f up to three months between two meetings of the 

Confere nce would probably be acceptable to t hem in place of 

sus pens i on. As r egar ds the Secretariat, the British would 

b e prepared, once tal ks got underway, to (in l a r ge p art) 

r edeploy their Joint Secretary to service t he t al ks; this 

visibly cosmetic "fig-leaf" might jus t - in the Briti s h view 

- be acceptable to the Unionists. 

Issues for the Conference 

2. The priority for Unionist leaders in the coming weeks -

Molyneaux and Paisley are expected to meet the Secretary of 

State in the very near future - will be to explore what 

precisely is meant by the Secretary of State1 s formula of 

being prepared to operate the Agreement sensitively; the 

British are clearly not in a position to provide answers to 

this question without consultation with us. It can be 

anticipated, therefore, that the Secretary of State will 

wish to explore with the Minister: 

(a) whether there might be agreement on conveying to the 

Unionists that the two Governments would be prepared to 

envisage a gap of up to three months between two 

meetings of the Conference in order to enable (inter-

party) talks to take place; 
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{b) whether some concession on the Secretariat, along t h e 

lines set out above, is possible. 

Priorities for us 

(i) Our role in any talks 

3 . It is of fundamental importance that we are established as 

players rather than observers in the developing process. 

Much of the emphasis at present is on inter-party 

discussions in the North, without a clear role for the 

Government being defined. The British, on the basis of 

their briefing last week, have still to take a position on 

whether talks should be sequential or simultaneous. They 

would need to be pressed strongly on this point (we suspect 

that there is a natural tendency on the British part to be 

sympathetic to the Unionist view that the talks should, 

initially at least, be exclusively in a Northern context). 

4. The principal argument for our involvement from the outset 

is that the interdependence of the three sets of 

relationships must be at the basis of any new set of 

arrangements - this is necessary if the arrangements are (a) 

to be durable and sustainable, (b) to be sold to the 

nationalist community and (c) to have an effective input on 

undermining and marginalising the Provisionals. 

s. The structures for any talks should reflect these three 

interdependent relationships. One possible approach (based 

on the CSCE model) would be to have a plenary group 

supervising negotiations, which would be conducted in 

separate baskets, with the outcome being dependent on 

satisfactory results being achieved within individual 

baskets and then integrated by the plenary into a 

satisfactory whole. The general point to be made at this 
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stage is tha t t he negotiating structures must refl e ct t h e 

integ r a l li nk between the various relationships . 

(ii) No undermining of the Agreement 

6. Our second priority must be to ensure that, in pursuing the 

possibility of political progress, we do not allow the 

Agreement to be undermined in any way. We need to be aware, 

for instance, that any agreement to create a gap between 

Conferences will have to be handled very delicat ely as 

otherwise it could be publicly presented by the Unionists as 

a sus p ension o f the Conference. In addition, a ny suggestion 

that we we re downgr ading the work of the Se cretari a t, to 

whatever degree and h owever temporarily, would be a matter 

of g r eat sens i t i vity, requi ring e xtremel y c a reful handling. 

Suggested Approach 

7. Overall, we would suggest that a very cautious attitude 

should inform our approach at Wednesday's meeting. The 

Mi nister might take the line that Unionist thinking - and 

particularly that of Molyneaux and Paisley - needs to be 

teased out in much more detail before we begin to show our 

hand. Views are still too tentative and divided - both 

wi thin and between the two Unionist parties - to enable firm 

understanding to be reached with them. From all our 

knowledge, Molyneaux remains firmly opposed to devolutl on 

and Paisley, while he would wish to see a devolved 

admi nistration in place, would not envisage a central role 

for the SDLP in it. 

8. In the light of the Secretary of State's meeting with 

Molyneaux and Paisley, and our respective assessment of the 

developing situation, we could review matters in detail at 

the next Conference. 
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9. If pressed specifically on the use of a~ between 

Conferences, the Minister might say that the constructive 

use of a gap, which seemed to arise naturally, was not a 

problem for us; he had in fact mad e this clear publicly 

after the last Conference. However, we had to accept that 

Unionist leaders would feel obli ged by their own rhetoric to 

refer to a gap as de facto suspens i on. This r equired us to 

move forward with cauti on. Se c ondly, any gap agr eed must be 

of fixed dur ati on; if, f or i ns t a nce, a consensus d eve l op e d 

that t a lks c ould usefully c onti nue beyond the period o f, 

say, a t wo-month gap, t hi s ext ens i on must take place i n 

para ll el with resumed meetings of the Conference. I t woul d 

b e very important that all sides accepted this requirement 

i n advance. 

10. We should make it clear that any move in relation to the 

Secretariat was a matter of the greatest sensitivity for us, 

and that we were not in a position to speculate at this time 

on what, if any, concessions we might be prepared to 

consider. 

Cross-Border Submission for Structural Fund support 

11. We are close to finalising a joint submission to Brussels; 

a small number of points remain under discussion but it is 

hoped to have a fully agreed text by Wednesday. 

12. The paper in its present form is general and non-committal; 

however the Northern side are beginning to press us to put a 

price tag on the submission. If Mr. Brooke raises this at 

the Conference, our response might be that further 

exploratory discussions with the Commission are necessary 

before arriving at any kind of realistic estimate. The 

Northern side may also wish to discuss precise arrangements 

for submission of the joint paper to Brussels. If we are 

agreed in principle on early submission, we might suggest a 
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call by the two Permanent Representatives on Commissioner 

Millan or, alternatively, a letter from the Minister for 

Finance and his Northern counterpart. 

Involvement of Economic Ministers in the work of the Conference 

13. Last year's Review of the Working of the Conference put 

considerable emphasis on enhanced cooperation in the 

economic and social sectors, including the possibil ity of 

the relevant Ministers attending Conference meetings. This 

issue now is how to take this matter forward in the most 

practical way. A short paper has been prepared, through the 

Secretariat, for consideration by Ministers at the 

Conference; basically, it suggests that 

in some areas, sufficient ground work has already been 

done to justify an invitation to the appropriate 

Ministers to attend an early Conference meeting; 

in other areas further work outside the Conference is 

necessary before the issues are ripe for discussion at 

the Conference; 

a small group of officials should be set up to retain 

oversight of progress. 

14. We would be generally in agreement wiht this essentially 

two-track approach. The important point is tht the Co

Chairmen retain the flexibility to include specialist 

Ministers in early meetings of the Conference; indeed the 

future work programme for Conference meetings envisages a 

number of economic topics to be discussed over the coming 

six months. 
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Confidence Issues 

15. There are several items on the agenda relating to 

confidence. The discussion on this issue will not, however, 

be as intensive as on some occasions recently. Items arising 
include: 

we will wish to hear from the British side any further 

information that they may be able to give about the 

recent Whiterock Road killings. These killings have 

raised many questions and have obvious and important 

implications in the general area of confidence. 

there has been useful progress which can be noted on 

establishing a means whereby RUC accompaniment of UDR 

patrols can be monitored on a regular basis by the 

Conference; 

we will wish to enquire again about the progress of the 

Stevens enquiry. 

Calendar of future Conference Meetings 

16. Dates are under discussion in the Secretariat for a further 

four meetings of the Conference between now and the end of 

July. We consider it important to agree at Wednesday's 

Conference on such a schedule; to do otherwise would be to 

indicate - prematurely - flexibility on our part in relation 

to gaps between Conference meetings. If political progress 

in the weeks ahead would seem to warrant an adjustment in 

Conference dates, this could be considered at the 

appropriate time. 

E1396 



Secretary of State's Statement: Discussion with 

British Ambassador 

1. On the Taoiseach's direction, I discussed the Secretary of 

State's recent statement on promoting political dialogue 

with the British Ambassador on Friday, 12th January. The 

Ambassador had just returned from a month's holiday in 

Africa. 

2. In opening the discussion, I said that the Government fully 

accepted that the Secretary of State's statement was 

intended to advance the prospects for political dialogue 

and - in a comment by the Government spokesman - had 

acknowledged this publicly. At the same time, we would wish 

the British side to be aware that we had been faced with 

some embarrassing press queries and questions as a result of 

the statement. We had succeeded in sidestepping these for 

the moment on the basis that the British text was still 

being analysed by us, but sooner or later we would be forced 

into responding. 

3. The press queries which caused particular difficulty (and we 

had already raised these in the Secretariat) had focussed on 

Mr. Brooke's statement that, in certain circumstances , "the 

Agreement can be operated sensitively" and, at an earlier 

point in the text, his view that "new arrangements for 

exercising political power in Northern Ireland would have 

substantial implications for the Anglo-Irish Agreement". 

4. On the issue of operating the Agreement sensitively, we were 

unsure of what precisely Mr. Brooke envisaged. We believed 

he was referring to the possible use of a~ between two 

Conference meetings to get talks underway, but was there 

also perhaps some implication for the Secretariat? We were 

a joint partner in the Agreement and any decision about the 

operation of any part of the Agreement would have to be 

taken jointly. 
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We were equally unsure of what the Secretary of State meant 

by his reference to agreement between the parties in the 

North having substantial implications for the Agreement. 

As London and Dublin were joint guarantors of the Agreement, 

an immediate difficulty was created for one Government if 

the other made a public statement which was open to 

mi s interpretati on. There was indeed a r isk in such 

circumstances - however inadvertant and remote - that the 

Agreement itself could be undermined. In this regard, we 

were aware that the British shared our concern about the 

Chris Ryder article in the Daily Telegraph which spoke of 

both Governments being prepared to discard the Agreement. 

I added that it might also have been seen by some - however 

unfairly - as a significant omission that the Secretary of 

State had not at some stage in the speech reiterated his 

Government's commitment to the Agreement. 

6. Fenn, in response, was clearly under instructions to be as 

reassuring as possible. He said he did not believe there 

was anything particularly new in the text, though the 

"juxtaposition" of points may have helped give the speech a 

particular significance. Mr. Brooke had merely wished to 

"nudge" matters forward and had in no way wished to create 

difficulty or embarrassment for us. There could be no 

question of the British going "very far down this road" 

without full consultation with us. Neither was there any 

question of their saying anything unilaterally which might 

have implications for the Agreement. London remained fully 

committed to the Agreement. 

7. The Ambassador went on to say that the Secretary of State 

envisaged sharing his thinking on this whole issue at the 

next conference (probably at the tete-a-tete). In the 

meantime, officials could go over the ground thoroughly and 
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help to ensure that the discussion at the Conference would 

be as productive as possible. 

8. In concluding, I made the point that, while the British 

seemed to feel that the ball was now in the Unionist court, 

we believed that the Unionists (especially Molyneaux) would 

focus on clarifying British intentions (in particular as to 

what was meant by operating the Agreement "sensitively") 

before giving a measured response to Mr. Brooke' s overtures. 

There were clearly many and difficult pitfalls in the way of 

progress; for our part we would naturally be extremely 

concerned about any developments which might have the effect 

of undermining the Agreement. I added, finally, that we 

believe that for any breakthrough to be sustainable, it 

needed to take account of the interdependence of the three 

sets of relationships and the British would no doubt have 

noted the emphasis on this point in the Government's 

reaction to Mr. Brooke's speech . 

..:=:r:>~. 

Derrnot Gallagher, 

15th January, 1990. 
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FROM: P. COLLINS 

DURING THE COURSE OF A MEETING WITH THE BRITISH SIDE OF THE 
SECRETARIAT WE ASKED ABOUT THE LIKELY FOLLOW-UP TO THE SECRETARY OF 
STATE'S SPEECH ON THE POSSIBILITIES FOR POLITICAL PROGRESS. THEY 
TOLD US THAT THE NEXT LIKELY DEVELOPMENT WILL BE INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 
WITH THE POLITICAL PARTIES - BEGINNI~G WITH THE DUP. THE BRITISH 
DE.SCRIBED THE DUPAS THE "MOST ENTHUSIASTIC" IN REACTIOIIJ TO THE , 
SECRETARY OF STATE'S SPEE.CH AND, ON THE ASSUMPTION THtT DR. PAISLEl 
DOES NOT CHANGE THE. PARTY'S LINE. ON HIS RETURIIJ FROM A RICA (THE. 

J3RITISH SE.EM. CONFIDENT THAT DR. PAISLEY WILL MAINTAIN THE PRESENT DUP 
0
0SITION), IT WOULD BE SENSIBLE, THEY THI~~, TO BEGIN WITH THE DUP . 

THE BRITISH JOINT SECRETARY ADDED THAT THERE WAS A VIEW IN STOR~ONT 
THll.T ''PAISLEY CAN DELIVER MOLY iE.AUX' '. HE SAID THAT, WHILE NOTHING 
MAY HA

0
PEN FOR A MONTH OR SO, THERE WAS PSYCHOLOGICAL PRESSURE ON THE 

P~LITICAL PARTIES TO RESPOND TO THE SPEECH. 

I 
THE BRITISH JOINT SECRETARY MENTIONED, IN PASSING, THAT MR. HUME, 
~HILE HE HAD ''NOT BE.EN HAPPY'' WITH THE SPEECH INITIALLY, WAS NOW 
I I LE s s u N H A°P p y I I • 

WE STRtSS~D THE NECESSITY FOR THE FULLcST CONSULT~TIOIIJ AND PROVISION 
OF INFOQ,ATION TO IRISH ~I~ISTERS 01\J THIS ~ATTER A~D REP~ATED THE 

POINTS WE HAD MADE YESTERDAY, NA~ELY, THE DIFFICULTIES THAT COULD BE 
CREATED FOR US BY BRITISH EMPHASIS.ON I SSUES SUCH AS ''SUBSTANTIAL 
I~PLICATIONS FOR THE AGQEE~ENT'' AND ON ''SENSITIVITY''. THE BRITISH 
ASSURED US THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE WAS MOST CONSCIOUS Of THE ROLE 

f 
OF THE IRISH GOVERNMENT AND THE NEED FOR PRIOR CONSULTATION AND 
AGREEMENT. HE ADDED THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE HAD MADE A POINT OF 
REFER~ING TO THE N'!CESSITY FOQ CONSULTATION WITH THE IRISH 
GOVERMMENT IN BRIEF REMARKS He MADE TO THE MEDIA YESTERDAY DUQING A 
VISIT TO DERRY. 
I II II 
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I ,DICATE.D, HOl'E.VER, HIS WILLINGNESS TO HOLD THE CO!IFERE:.NCE ON THE:. 
DATE PROPOSED A JD OBSERVED THAT THE LONDON VENUE. WAS HELPFUL TO H~M 
IN THIS RE:.GARD. ANY SUGGESTION FOR A CHANGE:. OF Vt.NU!:. IS UtlllKELY, 
THE.RE.FORE., TO C0'111END ITSELF TO Hif1 AND WOULD PROBABLY RESULT IN A 
PROPOSAL FROM THE. BRITISH SIDE FOR A ME.W DATE, POSING ~ URTHE 
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(9) WE ALSO SAVE. T~E GQITISH SIDE PROPOSE) D~TE5 FOQ CONFERt.~CE 
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) ) l RAISE.D wl 1 ~ fJE:. ~ THE. L1KE.L1H00D THAT THE SECRE.TARY OF STATE 
~AS TO MAKE A SPEE.(rl ON POLITICAL ISSUES ON 9TH JANUARY. (MR. MILE.S 
RE.P ORTE.D A WRY REMARK FROM STORMQMT THAT THEY HAD DONE WELL SO FAR IN 
THAT THE PROPOSAL HAD LEAKED O~LY TO THE UNIONISTS A~D THE IRISH 
GOVERN~E~T). THE't CO"IFIRMED THAT MR. BROOKE WAS TO MAKE A SPEECH TO 
THE. 9A"IGOR CHAMBER OF COM~Eq(E ON THAT DAY AND THE LIKELIHOOD WAS 
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THAT lT WOULD BE .\BOUT ?OLIT1CAL DEVELOPMENTS. IT WOULD NOT HOWEVER 
8 E SENS AT l ON AL 3 U T RATHER . <PI TH E. LINES OF Y l S RECENT METHOD Y S PE.EC H • 
THE Al~ WO ULD BE TO HELP ~RE.ATE A~ ATMOSPHEqE WHERE MOVE~ENT BECAME 
MORE. LIKELY. THEqE WAS tlO oq ,n.FT AT THE MOME."lT. THU ACCEPH.0 TYAT 
0 U R M I t4 I S T c R S \.I OU L D i-1 A V E A N I 'I TE R I: S T Ul A O V A N C E K N OW LE D GE O F T H E. 
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PR09A9LY ON MONDAY. W~ STRESS~D THE I~POqTA~CE 0F AVOIDING A~YTHING 
WHICH MIGHT LENO ITSELF, HOWE.VER SLIGHT~Y, TO AN't NOTIO~ THAT THE 
AGRE:.EME:. H 

1
..JAS BUNG PUT UP FOR 'IEGOTIATION. THE BRITISH SIDE 

~CKNOWLEDGE:.D FULLY THAT A~YTHING ~FFECTING THE AGREE:.MENT WAS A MATTER 
fOq DISCUSS10~ ~~~ AGRcE:.~E:.NT BETWEEN BOTH GOVERNMENTS AND SAID ~R. 
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FOR ASST. SEC. GALLAGHER FROM P. COLLINS 

l HAV E HAD A DISCUSSIO~ WITH THE BRITISH SIDE HERE IN RELATION TO A 
SE RIE S OF MEETINGS EITHER REQUIRED OR DESIRABLE BEFORE THE NEXT 
:1 E. E T I f~ G O F TH E C ') N F E R E N C E • I T M A Y 8 E U S E F U L IF I S E. T O U T T H E. P R E S E N T 
POSITIO~J: 

ACCOMPANIMENT: I STRESSED THE URGENCY OF HAVING A MEETI~G OF THE 

t~ORKING GROU 0
, GIVUI THE PUBLIC co rrnIT MENTS MADE, ON THIS ISSUE. YOU 

WILL RECALL THAT THE 3RITISH SIDE. HAVE BEEN STUDYING THE 
''TECHNICAL'' ASPECTS WITY THE RUC AND TYE BRITISH AR~Y. THE BRITISH 
SIDE UNDERTOOK TO SUGGEST DATES URGENTLY. 

CROSS-BORDER ROADS (AN EXPANDED QUADRIPARTITE MEETING): 

OUR LATEST PROPOSAL (5 JANUARY) HAS NOT PROVED POSSIBLE FOR THE 
BRITISH SIDE.. ANOTHER SUITABLE DATE IS BEING SOUGHT AS A MATTER OF 
URGU.JCY. 

ECONOMIC ISSUES: THERE ARE TWO ASPECTS, ~A~ELY, TYE TRANSFRONTIE.R 

PROGRAMME A~D A 0 ROGRAMME OF WORK IN THE ECONO~IC AREA AS A FOLLOW-UP 

{

TO THE REVIEW. THE BRITISH ARE ANXIOUS TO HAVE MEETINGS ON BOTH 
ISSUES AT A~ EARLY DATE AND FEEL THAT THEY COULD BE DEALT WITH AT ONE 
MEETING (I TEiJD TO THE VIEW THAT SEPARATE :'1EE.TINGS WILL BE REQUIRED). 
IN ANY EVE.NT, IT IS FOR THE IRISH SIDE. TO SUGGEST A DATE. FOR A 
MEETING 0~ THE TRANSFRONTIER PROGRAMME SINCE WE WERE UNABLE TO 
ACCEPT DATES ALREADY SUGGESTED BY THE BRITISH. 
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